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 The ability of Group IV elements to catenate underlies the possibility for a breadth of 
metastable allotropes with novel properties. Two such allotropes are type I and type II Si 
clathrates, materials which are characterized by their formation around guest atoms (typically 
Na) and their resultant cage structure. These clathrates act as metals when completely filled with 
Na, yet upon removal of the guest species they become wide band gap semiconductors. Using 
both plane-wave density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamic (MD) simulation 
methods, an exploration of the electronic, thermodynamic and dynamic (nucleation and growth) 
properties of these phases is undertaken. The driving force behind this work is the hypothesis 
that if synthesis of type I and type II Si clathrates could be achieved with noble gas guests in lieu 
of Na, then the semiconducting properties exhibited by the empty systems would be maintained 
and the energy expenditures associated with the forceful removal of Na diminished. By these 
means, two distinct investigations are reported: (1) the viability of noble gases as guests and their 
effect on the electronic nature of clathrates via quantum mechanical calculations, and (2) the 
development of an order parameter for the visualization and quantification of nucleation and 
growth in type II using MD simulations. Of the former, it was found that type II Si clathrate with 
Ne guests is within the range of thermodynamic stability while having a direct band gap of ~1.4 
eV. With respect to the latter, an order parameter which successfully distinguishes between 
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We find ourselves at a critical impasse in the history of humankind. Standing at the 
precipice of the present we can no longer belie the future which we have created. The realities of 
global industrialization and the fossil fuel economy, at once made from the intersection of our 
noble curiosity, admirable tenacity, and arrogant folly, has left us with the task of examining the 
scientific retrospective and responding with a more sustainable future. Scientific investment into 
this endeavor has been tremendous over the last few decades. Current capabilities have paved the 
way to the investigation and implementation of renewable energy sources and green 
technologies. At a fundamental level, the development and understanding of new materials with 
exploitable properties such as semiconduction, thermoelectricity, piezoelectricity and storage 
capacity are paramount in furthering the alternative energy enterprise and establishing a secure 
and sustainable future. 
1.1 Background and Previous Work 
 One such extended class of materials exists in the diverse allotropy of group IV elements 
(C, Si, Ge, Sn). Due to the affinity of these elements to catenate, a wide array of distinct solid 
phases is possible, existing within a tunable pressure-temperature phase-space.1–10 Recently, 
significant attention has been given to the synthesis and evaluation of group IV clathrate 
materials,11–15 with emphasis on the type I and type II motifs, G8H46 and G24H136 respectively 
(where ‘G’ is defined as ‘guest’ and ‘H’ as ‘host’). For brevity, type I and type II clathrates are 
often referred to as sI and sII, respectively. Historically known for the gas hydrates, clathrates are 
characterized as being open cage materials with the geometry and quantity of each cage 
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differentiating the various types.16 The cage framework (host) is templated in the presence of a 
guest, giving rise to the chemical nomenclature for the clathrate family. For the gas hydrates, 
both the host and the guest(s) are typically molecular in nature, e.g. H2O and methane, 
respectively. When discussing the group IV clathrates these designations are typically atomistic, 
e.g. Si host and Na guest. 
 Gas hydrates were first discovered in the early 1800s.17 They are of particular interest due 
to their known negative association with the formation of icy inclusions in a variety of gas and 
oil pipelines, which can cause significant blockages. They are of further interest to the energy 
sector as sources of methane. Gas hydrates form naturally in permafrost regions in and around 
the artic and along continental boarders where the combination of low temperatures and high 
pressures provide the thermodynamic driving force of their formation.17 Exploiting these 
reserves of natural gas could, then, be useful. While significant literature exists surrounding gas 
hydrates, exploration into the inorganic, group IV clathrates is relatively limited as their 
discovery was more recent. As the scope of this report is focused on silicon allotropes, the 
emphasis will be subsequently placed on these materials.   
 The first report of type I and type II silicon clathrates templated by sodium was published 
in 1965.18 Along with an index of the diffraction peaks and their intensities, the authors provided 
structural information for each framework. Both have cubic unit cells, with type I having the 
Pm3n space group (no. 223) and type II the Fd3m space group (no. 227). Based on the X-ray 
diffraction from this paper, the lattice parameters are 10.19 ± 0.02 Å and 14.62 ± 0.02 Å for sI 
and sII, respectively (Figure 1.1). These values have been reestablished in more recent work with 
good agreement.16,19,20 The 1965 work also notes the Na occupancy of these the two structures, 
an important theme to which this work will continue to return. The authors concluded that while 
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type I silicon clathrates form with all the cages occupied by sodium guests (excepting a small 
population of vacancies dictated by entropy), type II silicon clathrates typically form with only 
partial occupancy, citing less than 50% occupancy. These distinctions in occupancy, as can be 
deduced from the body of literature surrounding the two frameworks, also lead to a disparity in 
utility between the two structures.  
  
 
 With regards to the current body of work surrounding the inorganic clathrate family of 
materials there has been a recent surplus since the mid-1990s.21 Work has been done both 
experimentally as well as computationally in order to better understand these allotropic phases of 
silicon (and doped/polymorphic analogues, thereof). This work has been propelled forward by 
the appeal of these materials in a wide variety of applications. Therefore, efforts to develop 
efficient and high-yield synthetic routes for these materials as well as to identify, manipulate, and 
optimize the desired properties are of increasing interest.  
Figure 1.1 The unit cell geometries for a) type I and b) type II silicon clathrates (guest 
species omitted for clarity). These represent Si46 and Si136, respectively. 
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 As this work is computationally driven, only a brief look at the literature on synthesis of 
these clathrate materials should suffice. From their unveiling in the mid-1960s up until the turn 
of the 21st century similar synthetic routes have been described to obtain type I and type II 
silicon clathrates.20,22,23 NaSi (sodium silicide) is the standard precursor to both clathrate types. 
The silicide precursor is made from a 1:1 stoichiometric ratio of Na metal (in some cases NaH) 
and powdered Si heated together under vacuum at ~650 °C, creating an alloy of sorts. This alloy 
is subsequently heated at 275 °C for a duration of 8 h to yield NaSi. Only a few procedures in the 
literature report the synthesis of the precursor. Most begin at the thermal decomposition of NaSi 
to the clathrate phase. The overlap in these procedures is high. Decomposition is reported to 
occur over a range of 340 °C to 440 °C. Specifically for type II clathrate the Na content is cited 
to be a function of both temperature and heating time, with higher temperatures and long heating 
periods corresponding to lower Na intercalation. This compositional control is one of the 
desirable properties of clathrates, allowing for tunable electronic and vibrational modes. 
 In more recent work, new procedural techniques are being explored with the goal of 
achieving selective synthesis of type II Si clathrate.11,24–27 The typical synthetic procedures 
discussed above often result in a biphasic composition of regions of type I clathrate and regions 
of type II clathrate. Post-processing procedures to separate the phases have been developed and 
used with success, however achieving selectivity lessens the overall procedural cost in producing 
either framework. New methods focus on changing the temperature environment in which the 
decomposition of NaSi occurs. An approached designed in 2014 by Krishna, et. al. lowers the 
overall Na vapor pressure during the decomposition process by using a cold plate which 
effectively causes Na vapors to deposit on the surface.25 This removal thus provides a driving 
force for more Na to leave the clathrate structure. The formation of sI, based on what is known 
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from the current body of work in this area, appears to be predicated upon the notion of full 
occupancy. Dynamically removing Na, then, would aid in achieving only sII. Indeed, the cold 
plate method (compared directly to two more traditional methods) shows evidence of high 
selectivity for type II Si clathrate as well as product amounts in gram quantities.  
 Investigations into the electronic and vibrational properties of silicon clathrates have 
coincided with experimental studies and development of synthetic procedures.13,15,28–35 Most of 
these investigations are computational in nature and focus on understanding and manipulating 
the advantageous properties of these systems through varying both guest and host composition. 
Various applications are foreseen of the family of inorganic clathrates: void of metal guest atoms 
they could be used in gas storage; they are known semiconductors when empty and can be 
tailored for photovoltaics; they could be used as anodic material in Li ion batteries; the distinct 
“rattling” of guests can be exploited in thermoelectrics. Due to the multifaceted nature of 
possible applications, the wide array of compositions, and the ever-growing expanse of 
computational means of investigation, a relatively large scope of literature exists on this topic. 
Here, emphasis will be placed on those studies which examine silicon clathrates or closely 
related isomorphs in the context of electronic structure calculations and molecular dynamic 
(MD) simulations (for which a relatively smaller number of articles have been published.)  
 Electronic structure calculations on this family of materials began in earnest in the mid-
1990s. Adams et. al. calculated the band gaps for empty type I and type II silicon clathrates and 
compared them to that of d-Si.28 Using a local density approximation (LDA) method they 
obtained and reported an indirect band gap of 2.4 eV for Si136 from the L-point to the Γ-point of 
the first Brillouin zone, however based on the d-Si control (which had a calculated band gap of 
1.7 eV, 0.7 eV higher than the actual band gap) they estimate the actual band gap to be 1.87 eV. 
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It is also noted that there is a direct band gap slightly higher in energy than the indirect one. 
Using a generalized tight-binding molecular dynamics (GTBMD) method, Menon and 
colleagues reported similar findings,31 noting a band gap of about 1.78 eV, presumably along the 
same crystallographic directions. In 2004, an indirect band gap of 2.30 eV was reported based on 
calculations using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) and associated corrections 
applied to the exchange correlation potential.36 Curiously, the band gap spans from the W site of 
the valence band to the Γ site of the conduction band in this study, something that has not been 
reported previously. However, generally referred to in the literature is that the band gap for type 
II silicon clathrate is ~1.9 eV. Beyond pure silicon clathrates, a plethora of work has been 
undertaken to study the effect of framework doping on the electronic structure, showing a wide 
range of achievable indirect and direct band gaps.8,9,33,37  
 Less common among the current computational literature is an in-depth investigation into 
the nucleation and growth of these materials. Studies utilizing MD simulations have typically 
reported on the vibrational properties of the crystal lattice (phonons) and data which can be 
subsequently abstracted such as thermal expansion coefficients.9,13,15,35 However, understanding 
how materials form (or do not form) under specific conditions is useful for ultimately being able 
to produce them at quantities exploitable in target technology markets. One of the earliest papers 
looking at solid phase epitaxial growth of both type I and type II silicon clathrates from seed 
crystals reports growth along specific crystallographic directions.38 These simulations were 
performed starting from a solid-liquid interface at 2000 K and using the Tersoff potential39 (the 
potential used in the studies reported in Chapter 3). The crystalline portion acts as a seed for the 
growth of the rest of the system. Indeed, from their simulations rapid growth for both sI and sII 
frameworks is observed. The authors are quick to point out some of the limitations of this type of 
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investigation. Due to the nature of the Tersoff potential, temperatures used in the simulations are 
likely higher than they would be in experimental setups. They also point out that the reported 
growth rates are likely an order or two quicker than actual growth rates. An interesting 
phenomenon which arose from the growth of the type I seed crystal was an interfacial phase 
change to type II during the run. Due to lattice match-up and the slight increase in stability, this 
type of transformation seems natural to occur, especially since both frameworks are observed to 
form in the synthesis of these materials. 
 The driving force for this work is to investigate type I and type II silicon clathrates from a 
two-fold computational perspective. In Chapter 2 the energetics and electronic structures of these 
systems are explored in the context of using noble gases as templating species using first-
principles density function theory (DFT) methods. Chapter 3, on the other hand, will explore the 
nucleation and growth of Na24Si136 in order to provide insight into these phenomena. Here, we 















ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF SILICON CLATHRATES  
WITH NOBLE GAS GUESTS 
 The possibility of using noble gases as nucleating guests for the formation of type I and 
type II silicon clathrates, in place of the more common alkali metals, is alluring for several 
reasons. Guests such as lithium and sodium are known to donate some of their charge density to 
the silicon framework, adversely impacting the band gap (i.e. causing the systems to act as 
metals). The inert nature of the noble gases presents a solution to this, yielding band structures 
analogous to that of a completely empty clathrate (which are semiconducting in nature). 
Furthermore, working under the assumption that the guest species favorably contribute to the 
nucleation and growth mechanism of clathrates, noble gases used as guests could possibly mimic 
the role of the alkali guests in the formation of clathrates while maintaining the desired electronic 
properties. This contrasts with methods that have been developed to evacuate metal ion guests 
from clathrates, which require additional time and energy intensive processes. The following 
chapter aims to identify viable noble gas guests for type I and type II silicon clathrates through 
the investigation of their energetic favorability in occupying the cage structures and their impact 
on the electronic structure of the materials.  
2.1 Methods 
All solid-state calculations were performed using plane-wave DFT methods as 
implemented in the Quantum ESPRESSO software package.40 The guests under investigation 
were Ne, Ar, and Kr alongside Na and Li guests as standards since their stability within 
clathrates is well documented. For all calculations, the generalized gradient approximation 
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(GGA) method was used through the implementation of the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) 
functional.41,42 Fully relativistic, ultrasoft pseudopotentials43 were used to characterize Si, Na, Li, 
and Ar in the systems while Ne and Kr were limited to the Martins-Troullier norm-conserving 
pseudopotentials.44 The kinetic energy cutoff was set to 40 Ry for the plane-waves and 160 Ry 
for the charge density in all calculations. Structural optimizations of type I and type II Si 
clathrates were performed on both the empty and filled systems with the various guests (Figure 
2.1 gives a visual of the periodic surfaces for each framework). The filled systems comprised 
three different categories: a guest occupying one small cage, a guest occupying one large cage, 
and all cages fully occupied.  
 
 
All structural optimizations were performed up to the 4 × 4 × 4 Monkhorst-Pack k-point 
mesh, at which point it was observed that ground state energy and lattice parameter were 
converged. The variable-cell relaxation method was initially used, which allows for a change in 
the unit cell volume. However, normal relaxation calculations—ones that only allow atoms to 




move within the unit cell volume with lattice parameter fixed—were subsequently performed to 
obtain the minimum energy structures, as it was determined that the variable cell relaxations 
were not robust enough for our system. However, these calculations are in a preliminary stage 
and will only be discussed in the final chapter, “Ongoing and Future Work.” Here, only the 
variable-cell relaxations will be considered. 
From the optimized geometries, the electronic band structures and density of states 
(DOS) were calculated for each system. DOS was calculated using a 10 × 10 × 10 Monkhorst-
Pack grid, while the band structures were generated through the specified major crystallographic 
directions within the Brillouin zones for type I and type II spaces groups ��3� and ��3�, 
respectively. For type I the Brillouin zone is sampled along the Γ-X-M-R-Γ-M path. The band 
structures for type II are presented along the Γ-X-W-L path. (Here, the difference in path is 
subject to the different Brillouin zones for primitive cubic versus face-centered cubic unit cells.) 
From the structural optimizations and SCF calculations, the free energy of guest inclusion 
was calculated for the noble gases (Ne, Ar, and Kr) and alkali metals (Na and Li) using the 
following form: � = � − (� + �� ) 
Where �  is the ground state energy of the empty Si clathrate structure, �  is the ground state 
energy of a guest atom multiplied by � number of guests in the system, and �  is the ground 
state energy of the clathrate occupied by the guest(s).   
2.2 Results 
2.2.1 Structural Optimizations 
Variable-cell relaxation calculations were used to optimize the lattice constants, which 
were initially set at values of 9.97 Å and 14.90 Å for type I and type II, respectively. A 
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systematic increase in the k-point mesh, which corresponds to both an increase in computational 
accuracy as well as computational cost, showed a negligible change in the lattice parameter as 
the k-point mesh was increase from 1 × 1 × 1 to 4 × 4 × 4. On average, deviations in the 
lattice parameter were on the order of 10  percent under the variable-cell relaxations. As a 
reference, experimentally determined lattice parameters derived from X-ray diffraction are 
usually within ±0.01 Å. As a reference, experimental values for the lattice parameter for type I 
are generally reported near 10.2 Å and those for type II near 14.6 Å.31,36 There is not perfect 
agreement between the experimental results and the computational results, as evidenced by these 
comparisons.  
Based on these differences, the variable-cell relaxation calculations were re-run using a 
new input lattice parameter, one closer to experimentally reported values for type I and type II Si 
clathrates. For these calculations, only the fully occupied systems were tested. The new starting 
parameters were 10.22 Å for sI and 14.72 Å for sII. Upon optimizing these structures, they also 
showed minimal changes in the given lattice parameter. However, in all cases the total energies 
were lower, indicative of a more favorable atomic arrangement. For example, the type I 
framework completely filled with Ne showed a decrease in the stabilization energy (an increase 
in stability) of 6.29 kcal mol-1 from 13.46 kcal mol-1 to 7.17 kcal mol-1. Comparatively, the 
stabilization energy of type II silicon clathrate with complete Ne occupancy went from 29.79 
kcal mol-1 for the original lattice parameter of 14.90 Å to 15.21 kcal mol-1 for the updated lattice 
parameter of 14.72 Å.  
Before these findings the computational implications of the variable-cell relaxation 
calculations as implemented in Quantum ESPRESSO should briefly be addressed. Namely, there 
is a limitation to the ability of the computational code to move past a local minimum state as far 
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as it is related to the calculations performed here. Based on the two sets of calculations, the 
second set of starting lattice parameters would represent a lower local minimum—it is unclear 
whether this could be the global minimum without further exploration—than the initial lattice 
parameter guess. This discussion will be revisited further on in this work. As noted in the 
“Methods” section, the following discussions will relate only to the original lattice parameters 
used, that is 9.97 Å for type I clathrate and 14.90 Å for type II clathrate. 
An analysis of the optimized cage structures shows slight variations in Si-Si bond lengths 
and guest-guest distances between the two clathrate types. A summary of this data is found in 
Table 2.1, alongside a comparison of the volumes of the 512 cage for each structure. These values 
are representative of only the scenario of Ne fully occupying sI and sII. The difference between 
the sI and sII frameworks is most explicitly represented by the difference in volume for the 512 




2.323 ± 0.004 2.317 ± 0.008 2.398 ± 0.003 2.400 ± 0.007
4.985 ± 0.026 5.842 ± 0.289 6.427 ± 0.028 6.163 ± 0.011
Avg. Si-Si Bond in 
Hexagonal Faces (Å)
Avg. Si-Si Bond in 
Pentagonal Faces (Å)
Overall Si-Si Average (Å)Overall Si-Si Average (Å)
2.320 ± 0.007 2.399 ± 0.006
Type I Full Ne Occupancy (Ne8Si46) Type II Full Ne Occupancy (Ne24Si136)
Avg. Si-Si Bond in 
Hexagonal Faces (Å)
Avg. Si-Si Bond in 
Pentagonal Faces (Å)
Volume 512 Cage (Å3)
95.284
Volume 512 Cage (Å3)
105.911
Avg Ne-Ne Distance 
Large/Small Cages 
(Å)
Avg. Ne-Ne Distance 
Large/Large Cages (Å)
Avg Ne-Ne Distance 
Large/Small Cages 
(Å)
Avg. Ne-Ne Distance 
Large/Large Cages 
(Å)
Table 2.1 A summary of the structural parameters defining the optimized type I and type 
II silicon clathrates when completely filled with Ne. As both structures have the 512 cage 
in common, the volumes of these were calculated using the average bond length for 
pentagonal faces and are compared to emphasize their difference. 
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distinction is the result of the difference in average Si-Si bond length between the two structures. 
This analysis suggests that the size of the 512 cage is dependent on the type of large cage in the 
system. For type II, the 51264 cage necessitates slightly longer Si-Si bonds and therefore increases 
the size of the smaller cage. As will be shown in the next section, this increase in size for the 512 
cages for the sII framework creates a favorable energetic contribution to the stabilization of 
noble gas guests.  
2.2.2 Stabilization of Noble Gases 
The energy associated with guest occupancy in each of the two types of silicon clathrates 
being studied was calculated, vide supra. It should be noted that the reported free energies of 
stabilization are based on the less favorable lattice parameters as determined above. The 
stabilization energies for the fully occupied systems with the better lattice parameter can be used 
to give an idea of how the energies might extrapolate. Nevertheless, the major trends should 
remain and can still provide relevant insights into the evaluation of noble gases as possible 
templating guests for silicon clathrates.  
Figure 2.2, found on the following page, gives the free energy associated with including 
Ne, Ar, and Kr as well as Na and Li. A truncated version of this figure is also included just for 
the noble gases (Figure 2.3). As expected, inclusion of Na and Li into the systems is extremely 
favorable, in agreement with the observed experimental synthesis. Notably, Li is more favorably 
incorporated into both sI and sII as compared to Na. As was postulated above, size of the guest 
could play a role in identifying candidates for templating of the silicon clathrates. It has been 
shown that the group I metals partially donate charge to the silicon framework when they are 
used as guests. It can then be stated that the most appropriate size comparisons are likely to be 




Figure 2.2 A graph of the free energy of stabilizing each guest within the type I and type II 
silicon clathrates. Each guest is placed in a different occupancy regime (one guest in one 
small cage, one guest in one large cage, and all cages occupied). Li and Na guests, which 
are the standard by which the noble gas guests are compared. 
Figure 2.3 The stabilization energies of just the noble gases as guest (excluding values 
for the fully occupied type I and type II clathrates for just Ar and Kr guests). As can be 
seen above, Ne and Ar, within computational error, could constitute viable guests for 
type II silicon clathrate. 
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appears to hold for the noble gas guests, as their favorability decreases with increasing atomic 
radius (Ne<Ar<Kr). More subtle arguments can be made when examining the data more closely, 
as there exist trends within each noble guest case as well as between them. 
 Having broken down each system into three cases of occupancy—one guest in a small 
cage, one guest in a large cage, and all cages occupied—the individual components of the 
stabilization energy can be compared to the total free energy of including guests in all the cages. 
In other words, the assumption is that the energy of occupancy would be additive. As was 
discussed earlier on, sI and sII are distinguished by type of cage and the number of those cages. 
Type I is comprised of two 512 cages for every six 51262 cages per unit cell, while type II is made 
up of sixteen 512 cages for every eight 51264 cages per unit cell. For type I, the energy associated 
with occupancy by Ne in the small cage is 5.08 kcal mol-1 and in the large cage is 0.62 kcal mol-
1. Thus, Ne exists in the large cage more favorably. From computation, type I completely 
occupied by Ne has a free energy of 13.46 kcal mol-1. When calculating the free energy of 
complete occupancy using the just number of cages and their singly occupied energies we obtain 
13.88 kcal mol-1. These two values, within error, are equivalent. Using this procedure on type II 
silicon clathrate with Ne guest gives a similar additive result. The energy of full occupancy as 
given in Table 2.2 is 29.79 kcal mol-1. When using the free energies of the individual cage 
occupancies (2.70 kcal mol-1 and –2.06 kcal mol-1, for small and large cages respectively) the 
stabilization of full occupancy by Ne sums to 26.72 kcal mol-1. Unlike type I, this constitutes a 
difference of about 3 kcal mol-1. This may be within some significant difference in the two 
structures, however it is difficult to parse this apart.   
 The summarized results on the following page bring up some points about the calculated 
stabilization energies. First, recall that both type I and type II clathrates share the same small 
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cage in common, the 512 cage. However, our results show that including one Ne in the small cage 
of type I is less favorable than including Ne in the small cage of type II. These energetic 
differences reflect the observed increase in volume of the 512 cage between type I and type II 
clathrate, as discussed above. Not only, then, would a more confined space increase unfavorable 
interaction between the guest atoms and the silicon framework, but unfavorable guest-guest 
interactions would contribute to this. (Average Ne-Ne distances can be found in Table 2.1.) It 
seems likely that the local bonding environment, which is dependent on the cages present, could 
be a factor that affects these stabilization energies. Based on these energies, only Ne and Ar were 
considered for the band gap calculations reported in the next section. 
        
 
It should be noted that the feasibility of including Ne or Ar as guests into a type II silicon 
framework is not necessarily reflected in these calculations. The dynamics of synthesis and how 
the gases would be contained in the cages is information which can not be extracted from the 
above calculations. However, our calculations indicate that if they were able to be synthesized 
with these guests present, they are potentially stable materials. 
Table 2.2 A summary of the free energy of stabilization (kcal mol-1) for the various 
guests and occupancy schemes. 
Guest Small Large Full Small Large Full
Ne 5.08 0.62 13.46 2.70 -2.06 29.79
Ar 28.59 13.31 140.02 19.27 0.94 329.03
Kr 40.63 19.57 203.03 27.84 2.54 483.57
Li -37.53 -36.59 -349.78 -39.09 -35.16 --
Na -28.61 -32.89 -299.47 -33.04 -31.10 --
Free Energy of Stabilization (kcal mol-1)
Type I Occupancy Type II Occupancy
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2.2.3 Electronic Band Structures and DOS 
From the optimized systems, the band structures and DOS were generated. The results of 
these calculations can be seen in Figure 2.4. The motivation for studying noble gases as possible 
guests for the silicon clathrates systems is rooted in the hypothesis that their inherent inertness 
will result in maintaining the semiconducting nature of empty clathrates while at the same time 
acting as, what is presumed to be, a nucleation and growth agent in clathrate growth. (There is 
still some contention as to whether the presence of a guest is necessary for clathrate formation. 
This question is further addressed in the following chapter.) Previous literature reports the band 
gap of completely empty type II silicon clathrate to be between ~1.9 eV to 2.30 eV, as discussed 
in the “Introduction” chapter to this thesis. These values are compared to that of the d-silicon 
band gap of 1.10 eV, which continues to lead in commercially available and affordable 
photovoltaics. The major downfall of d-silicon is the nature of the band gap as being indirect. 
This may be one of the area in which silicon clathrates could represent an improvement, although 
prior literature reports mostly indirect band gaps as well. 
Based on the methods which were used in the calculation of band energies (i.e. GGA) our 
calculations most likely underestimate the band gap energy, however the major trends observed 
support prior investigations as well as the thesis for this part of the work. Here, a direct band gap 
of ~1.4 eV is reported. While the actual band gap energy is probably higher than this value, it is 
still in good agreement with others reported previously. The notable difference is the direct 
nature of electron excitation from the valence band to the conduction band at the L point. 
Furthermore, the band gap appears to be wholly unaffected by the inclusion of noble guests into 
the system. Here, only the inclusion of Ne and Ar singly occupying a small or large cage in the 









Figure 2.4 Calculated band structures and corresponding density of states for a) empty type II 
silicon clathrates, b) and c) type II clathrate with one Ne in a small cage and one Ne in a large 
cage respectively, and d) and e) type II clathrate with one Ar in a small cage and one Ar in a 





Based on quantum mechanical calculations using plane-wave DFT methods the energy of 
stabilizing noble gas guests in type I and type II silicon clathrates was obtained. Alongside these 
energies, the effect on the electronic band structure as a function of guest was analyzed. At the 
PBE level of theory the results of this investigation suggest that Ne could be a viable candidate 
as a guest in the type II silicon clathrates, with Ar being just slightly less favorable. Kr is being 
ruled out on the basis of being too large an atom to favorably occupy any of the sI or sII clathrate 
cages. Between the three noble gases tested Ne was the most stable in its occupation of a single 
small cage, single large cage, and filling all the cages of the type II framework. Furthermore, 
these calculations suggest that the inclusion of noble gas guests has near-zero effect on the 
electronic band structure of the clathrates and therefore mimics the ideal band gap characteristic 
of an empty type I or type II silicon clathrate. Here, an advantageous direct band gap is reported 
for type II silicon clathrate. While these results show some agreement with other levels of theory 
tested in the literature, further computational investigation using a variety of theories should be 
undertaken to provide more sophisticated understanding of the electronic nature of these 
materials. Experimental synthesis of these materials using Ne or Ar gases would be a significant 











CHAPTER 3  
DEFINING NUCLEATION AND GROWTH OF SILICON CLATHRATES USING 
MOLECULAR DYNAMICS SIMULATIONS 
 A critical factor in the success of new materials as components in devices and novel 
technologies is an accessible and efficient route to high yield and high-quality synthesis. 
Experimental work provides some understanding of the conditions required for effective 
synthesis. However, for some systems it can be difficult to identify and define the nucleation and 
growth events, which are the foundation of solid state synthesis. This is where computational 
tools such as molecular dynamics (MD) simulations can supplement experiment and lend insight 
into these critical processes. In this chapter, type II silicon clathrate will be of primary focus and 
ways in which we can define its growth under a variety of temperatures and concentrations will 
be explored. 
3.1 Methods 
All simulations were run with the Large-scale Atomic/Molecular Massively Parallel 
Simulator (LAMMPS) software.45 The type II silicon clathrate systems (NaxSi136; x = 0, 3, 6, 12, 
24) were set up to work within a supercell regime (Figure 3.1), with a total volume twenty-seven 
times that of the unit cell. The maximum number of atoms in a system ranged from 3672 to 
4320, representing a completely empty to a completely full system, respectively. (The emphasis 
of this chapter is placed on the type II clathrate, however the type I clathrate with complete Na 
occupancy was used as a comparison for some of the results and a similar supercell was created 
with a stoichiometry of Na216Si1242.) Si-Si interactions were modeled using the Tersoff 
potential,39 while Na-Na and Na-Si Van der Waal’s interactions were characterized by Lennard-
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Jones parameters used in previous MD work with type II silicon clathrates with sodium guests.46 
The time step used in the simulations was 2 fs. 
 
 
Energy minimizations were performed on all systems prior to the production runs to relax 
the system to a local total potential energy minimum. For these systems a combination of the 
steepest decent algorithm, the Polak-Ribiere conjugate gradient algorithm, and a Hessian-free 
truncated Newton algorithm were used to obtain the local minimum, each set to run for a 
maximum of 50,000 iterations. Average values for the bond distances within the crystal structure 
Figure 3.1 A visual of the type II silicon clathrate supercell used in the MD 
simulations, with the unit cell indicated in blue. Here, the silicon bond network 




were then calculated used the radial distribution function (RDF), which was calculated through 
the Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) software.47 RDF, or g(r), is a type of pair correlation 
function, which gives information on how atoms are packed into a system. The RDF is a 
probabilistic function described by: 
�(�) = �(�)�4�� �� 
 where �(�) is the average number of atoms in a radial shell of width ��, at some distance � 
from a reference atom, and where � is the average atomic density of the system. Useful 
information about a system can be derived from the �(�). Here, the coordination number (CN) 
of Si in the system was calculated using:  
�� = 4� ��(�)� �� 
 From these relaxed systems, melting point simulations were run to extract melted 
coordinates to use in the production runs. These simulations were performed by ramping the 
temperature of the system from 1400 K to 2200 K under the canonical (NVT) ensemble at a rate 
of 30 K/ns. Once melting was achieved, the systems were cooled down for the production runs 
which were run isothermally at 700, 800, 900, 1000, and 1100 K for 200 ns for all guest 
concentrations.  
Defining nucleation and growth from MD simulations requires ways in which to 
qualitatively and quantitatively identify these events within a system. For this purpose, two 
existing order parameters (OPs) were modified from the literature to gauge the reordering of the 
systems. Order parameters are generated from functions whose inputs are measurable system 
quantities and the outputs of which can be used to define how ordered a system is. The first OP 
used is based on the angular order of the crystalline sII system, namely the tetrahedral angles of 
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the four-coordinated silicon which make up the system. This OP was adapted from a commonly 
used one which measures angles in water systems,48,49 and is referred to as the tetrahedral OP, or 
q, in this work. It is defined by: 
� = 1 − 38 ���� + 13  
The second OP was adapted from work on the gas hydrates, called the mutually coordinated 
guest (MCG) order parameter.50,51 The development and implementation of these OPs is further 
discussed in the results section. 
3.2 Results 
3.2.1 Structural Optimizations 
The initial coordinates used at the outset of the simulations (starting with the energy 
relaxation) were obtained from the optimized structures of the quantum mechanical calculations 
discussed in the prior chapter. Thus, the starting lattice parameter was 14.9 Å for all the 
simulations. The minimization calculations do not relax the unit cell, but rather shift atoms into 
their minimum energy positions relative to one another. As all simulations were run in the NVT 
ensemble, volume remained constant through the course of the runs. Similar to the QM methods, 
average values for Si-Si bond distance, Na-Na bond distance, and Na-Si bond distance were 
extracted. Two approaches were taken to calculate these values. The first was finding the RDF 
for each of the above atom-pair species. The RDFs were calculated using the trajectory output 
for the completely-filled Na24Si136 system just after the minimization at the beginning of the 
temperature ramp (i.e. these RDFs represent system averages over many time steps and various 
atom positions with non-constant temperature). The radial distribution functions for the 
crystalline and melted systems can be seen in Figure 3.2. The second method in determining the 
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average atomic distance was a random sampling of distances from the first timeframe of the 
simulation, where the atom positions should be in their minimum energy positions from the 
precedent atomic relaxation.  
Consistent with the periodic nature of the silicon framework, the Si-Si pair RDF is highly 
characteristic of crystalline systems. The RDFs for the other pair correlations (Na-Na and Na-Si) 
are less distinctive in this regard. The values for Si-Si, Na-Na, and Na-Si distances match very 
well with those reported previously from the variable-cell relaxations performed in the quantum 
calculations. As a reminder, the average Si-Si bond distance obtained from these calculations 
was ~2.40 Å when sampling the system randomly. The bond length as determined from the RDF 
calculation is ~2.35 Å. This agreement suggests some level of compatibility between the 
Figure 3.2 The radial distribution functions (RDFs) for the three distinct 
types of interactions present within a filled, crystalline type II silicon 
framework. Consistent with the periodic nature of the silicon framework, 
this RDF is characteristic of crystalline systems, while the RDFs involving 




pseudopotentials used in QE and the potentials used here. Furthermore, the width of the peaks in 
the RDF reflect the average displacement of atoms in the system from their lattice point. In this 
case, Si atoms have about an average displacement of 0.04 Å. The RDF values, therefore, 
provide reference to the bond lengths as they might change through a dynamic simulation. The 
utility of these values will be discussed further in section 3.2.3. For now, it is sufficient to note 
that the Si-Si RDF is indicative of a crystalline system, i.e. characterized by a diminishing 
sinusoidal-like curve oscillating periodically about unity. Subsequently, the integration of the 
first peak of an RDF gives the coordination number, which is a measure of the number of nearest 
neighboring atoms surrounding the atom under consideration. The Si-Si coordination is four, 
which confirms the tetrahedral nature of the bonding in the type II clathrate. Conversely, the 
RDFs for Na-Na and Na-Si do not show as distinct a behavior. Most noticeably is the Na-Na 
curve, which has a small peak at 2.02 Å followed by a larger and much broader peak at 5.50 Å. 
This behavior could be attributed to the “rattling” of the guest Na atoms within the cage, a 
phenomenon which has been implicated in improving the thermoelectric properties of these 
inorganic clathrates.52,53 The Na atom distances are also dependent on local environment. The 
nearest neighbor distances are different when discussing from the perspective of a guest in a 
small cage versus a guest in a large cage. This is supported by the results presented in Chapter 2 
where Table 2.1 shows the average Ne-Ne guest distances between two large cages and between 
a large and small cage. 
3.2.2 Melting Point Determination 
The second set of simulations following the minimizations were melting point 
simulations. Here, the temperature of the system was ramped under the NVT ensemble from at 
least 1400 K to 2200 K. It should be noted that these simulations were originally run under the 
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NPT ensemble, where the volume of the supercell is variable. However, the nature of the system 
and the high melting points caused numerical instabilities in the system, thereby eliciting 
program failure. Due to the perfect crystallinity of our system, which is devoid of the typical 
defects found in real systems (vacancies, impurities, etc.) the observed melting points are likely 
much higher than the actual melting points would be. From the literature, a loosely defined 
experimental melting point has been reported for empty type II silicon clathrate as ~1473 K.54 
One computational study using Monte Carlo simulations reported that under “zero-pressure” the 
melting point of type II silicon clathrates was 1522 K.32 This temperature is lower than the 
melting point temperatures which are reported here by about 300 K. Figure 3.3 shows the 
average melting temperature as function of Na occupancy and the associated standard deviations.  
The average values were calculated from a sampling of temperatures surrounding the 
initiation of melting observed in the simulations. This is necessary due to the nature of the NVT 
ensemble and the presence of an external thermostat which causes temperature fluctuations 
through the course of the simulations (while still being ramped on average). The temperature 
ramp can be visualized from the results in Figure 3.3. The average values appear to linearly 
increase with an increase in the Na occupancy starting from the eighth-filled regime and going to 
half-filled. Starting at eighth-filled, the approximate melting point was 1648 K. The subsequent 
melting points increased, respectively, to 1671 K and 1700 K for the quarter-filled and half-filled 
systems. For the three quarter-filled and completely-filled systems, the approximate melting 
points jumped to 1805 K and 1807 K, respectively. While there is not a significant difference in 
melting point for the occupancies lower than half-filled there is a significant difference between 
the melting points of the low sodium occupancy systems and the high sodium occupancy 
systems. This trend is broken for the empty clathrate system, which shows a melting point of 
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1712 ± 44 K, although there is an overlap in the standard deviations of all of the lower 
occupancy systems. From these observations, it could be hypothesized that a high concentration 
of Na increases the melting temperature. 
 
 
3.2.3 Development and Implementation of Order Parameters 
Once the melted structures were obtained, the simulations were then cooled down in 
order to achieve reformation. As discussed previously in the methods section, it is necessary to 
quantify the observation of the phenomena of nucleation and growth. For the type II clathrate 
system two different parameters were employed for these means. These OPs define the order in 
the system based on measurable, physical quantities. For example, the first OP measures angular 
order by looking at the tetrahedral angles between a four-coordinated silicon. This parameter 
only requires knowledge of one type of atom in the system (silicon in this case) and therefore is 
Figure 3.3 The average melting point temperatures for type II Si clathrate 
with Na guests over a range of sodium concentrations. These temperatures 




not dependent on the sodium guests. As seen in Figure 3.4, the OP values range from 0.0 (non-
crystalline system) to 1.0 (perfectly crystalline system). This order parameter is useful in 
distinguishing regions of high crystallinity from those of low crystallinity. The OP can be easily 
plotted against time, showing the progress of “reformation” during the course of simulation. 
Figure 3.4 gives representative plots of this OP, comparing different occupancies at the same 
temperature.  
 This OP can be further exploited to provide a more robust quantification of these 
systems. In defining a cutoff value for this OP, a qualitative distinction between what is 
considered ordered and what is considered melted must be made. From an analysis of the various 
systems this cutoff value was set to 0.5 and was used to count atoms above and below this value 
at every timestep, binning those atoms which are part of the ordered regions and those that are 
part of the disordered regions, respectively. The result allows for the observation of the relative 
order of the system over the course of the simulations (Figure 3.5). Here, relative order is defined 
as the percentage of atoms above the 0.5 cutoff (nord) relative to the total number of atoms (ntotal) 
in the system: 
�������� ����� = �� ×  100%   
From this manipulation of our OP a more quantitative description of our various systems can be 
extracted. Focusing first on the coldest runs at 700 K, nearly all the systems show an initial 
increase in order from the starting state, however, the timescale at which they sustain this 
increase is dependent on the sodium concentration in the system. For example, between the 
eighth-filled system and the full system the initial increase in order peaks around 25 ns for the 
lower sodium concentration whereas in the full system the order appears to asymptotically 






Empty at 800 K 
Full at 800 K 
Figure 3.4 Depiction of the tetrahedral OP, q, for a) the completely empty 
system and b) the completely full system, broken into three dimensions to 
give a visualization of where order accumulates in the systems. 
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half-filled system shows some slight deviation from this trend, with an initial increase in order up 
to 9 ns, then a slight dip followed by a second more gradual increase in order. This behavior is 
most likely a result of the stochastic phenomenon of growth events. (For a complete set of the 
tetrahedral OP results and the relative orders at all occupancies and temperatures refer to 
Appendices A and B.)  
 The second order parameter was adapted from computational work on the gas hydrate 
clathrates. This OP, called the mutually coordinated guest (MCG) order parameter is 
parameterized for both the host and the guest species.51 It uses an iterative process in which 
candidate guest atoms are identified on the bases of their proximity to a give number of host 
atoms. In this manner, the MCG OP provides for early recognition of possible nucleation and 
growth events. While the tetrahedral OP provides a metric for overall order in the system, the 
MCG OP does so in a more localized manner. Consequently, the MCG OP is not as robust in our 
systems as in the gas hydrates, a result of the observation that type II silicon clathrates form with 
partial occupancy. Thus, the MCG OP will only be discussed on the periphery in the following 
section in cases where it may lend some insight into the nucleation of solid phase.  
3.2.4 Reformation as a Function of Na Occupancy and Temperature 
 The reformation of the sII clathrate system was monitored under two different 
experimental variables: Na occupancy and temperature. As previously outlined, the fractional 
occupancies of the total number of possible sodium per unit cell were 0.0 (empty), 0.125 (eighth-
filled), 0.25 (quarter-filled), 0.50 (half-filled), 0.75 (three quarter-filled), and 1.0 (completely-
filled). For each one of these occupancies the systems were run isothermally at five different 
temperatures (700 K, 800 K, 900 K, 1000 K, and 1100 K) for 200 ns. These temperatures are 
significantly lower than the melting temperatures. Both visual observations of the simulation 
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trajectories and mathematical observations in the form of the OPs lend some insight into possible 
conditions and mechanisms by which the type II silicon clathrates may nucleate and grow. 
One of the overarching themes among all the concentration-temperature variations 
garnered from the visual analysis of the trajectory files was the separation of phase. Two notable 
phases can be defined, as was seen when ascribing a cutoff value for the tetrahedral OP. These 
phases are a solid phase and a liquid (melted) phase. Particularly, it was observed that the melted 
phase corresponds to a high concentration of Na atoms, which is especially noticeable in the 
higher Na occupancy systems. In fact, much of the ordered regions are very low in sodium 
concentration. This computational observation corroborates experimental observations18,19,25 in 
the synthesis of the type II silicon clathrates. Furthermore, the degree of phase separation appears 
to increase with increasing temperature. (This corroborates chemical intuition.) Naturally, the 
smallest amount of phase separation occurs in the runs at 700 K and 800 K. Furthermore, these 
temperatures are near the experimental temperature range under which NaSi decomposes to type 
II Si clathrate, as discussed in Chapter 1. Figure 3.6 shows a series of snapshots for several 
different systems depicting varying degrees of separation. Based on these descriptive results, 
lower temperatures and (within the range of 700 K to 800 K) and higher Na concentration lead to 
greater order in these systems under the NVT ensemble.  
3.3 Conclusions 
Using MD simulations, some reordering of type II silicon clathrates was observed. The 
tetrahedral OP was adapted to quantify growth of the cage material, however some limitations in 
the implementation of these simulations still exist. Further work could address these limitations, 













Figure 3.5 The relative order of type II silicon clathrates in time at 700 K for the a) empty system, b) eighth-
filled system, c) quarter-filled system, d) half-filled system, e) three quarter-filled system, and f) full system. 
Relative order is based on a cutoff value of 0.5 for the angular order parameter.   
a. b. c. 
d. e. f. 
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Figure 3.6 Snapshots showing various degrees of phase separation for the a) eighth-filled system at 700 K, b) quarter-filled system at 
1000 K c) half-filled system at 900 K, d) three quarter-filled system at 1100 K, and e) completely-filled system at 800 K. The Si 
bonding network is shown in pink and Na guest atoms in cyan. 
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of already ordered clathrate. Based on the simulations above, temperatures in the range of 700 K 
to 800 K, and systems with at least half the stoichiometric ratio of the Na guest may be the ideal 
conditions for growth in these simulations. The observation that ordered regions form with little 





CHAPTER 4  
ONGOING AND FUTURE WORK 
Continuing efforts in advancing our understanding and manipulation of type I and type II 
silicon clathrates are promising. As more controlled synthetic techniques are developed and more 
rigorous experimental and computational analyses employed, our understanding of these 
materials will deepen. Experimental attempts in templating these clathrates with noble gases 
such as Ne or Ar can benefit from further computational investigations. Viable allotropy outside 
type I and type II silicon clathrates gives rise to an enormous catalog of diverse silicon materials 
with unique properties. Si24 is one such allotrope which shows similar electronic properties to the 
clathrates in terms of potential as a photovoltaic material. Furthermore, some of the more recent 
work which has been done in extension to Chapter 2 is presented, which includes the updated 
lattice parameters. Lastly, some possible future work is discussed at the end of this chapter. 
4.1 Improvements in the electronic structure of type II Si clathrates 
To ensure that the bottom-of-the-well energy structures were achieved, manual relaxation 
calculations were conducted. These calculations scanned the potential energy surface as a 
function of lattice constant. Figure 4.1 depicts these surfaces for the empty and completely 
noble gas filled systems. When completely empty, the type II silicon clathrate achieves a 
minimum energy state at 14.74 Å. The lattice parameters corresponding to the minimum energy 
states of the completely occupied systems are 14.77 Å, 14.89 Å, and 14.97 Å for Ne, Ar, and Kr 
guests, respectively.  
From the manual lattice parameter calculations where minimum energy structures were 
identified it can be concluded that the inclusion of noble gas guests have an effect on the 
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volume of the unit cell. This effect is most pronounced in the fully occupied scenarios. The 
volume of the minimum energy structure of the empty sII system is 3202.5 Å3. Accommodating 
Ne atoms in all cages constitutes a 0.612% increase in the unit cell volume, bringing it to 3222.1 
Å3. Comparatively, full occupation by Ar and Kr constitute volumetric increases of 3.09% and 
4.76%, respectively. This trend reflects the increase in atomic radius of these guest species and 
corresponds to the favorability of stabilizing these guests in the cage structures, as discussed in 
Chapter 2. 
 
As the first round of calculations clearly did not find the lower energy well, this calls into 
question the viability of the variable-cell relaxation calculations. To what extent can they be 
implemented from an initial guess? How do the given pseudopotentials affect the performance of 
variable-cell relaxations? What other inputs could influence how well these calculations work 
Figure 4.1 Minimum energy wells of the empty and noble gas-filled type II Si clathrates based 
on manual lattice parameter relaxations.  
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(i.e. how much does this result depend on the specific system which is being studied here)? 
These questions will not be tackled here, but are noted for future work in optimizing lattice 
parameters. From the newly obtained minimum energy unit cells, the band structures and DOS 
will be recalculated.  
4.2 Diffusion of Na through Na4Si24 Framework 
Si24 represents another framework which, when evacuated of its Na content, could offer 
similar ideal electronic properties as type I and type II silicon clathrates.55 As with the clathrates, 
the viability of Si24 as a photovoltaic material is dependent on the removal of Na from the 
system. An advantage of this framework is the formation of channels, rather than cages, which 
are occupied by Na (Figure 4.2). Kim et. al. demonstrate that, under a dynamic vacuum and at 
400 K for an extended period of type, Na degassing of Si24 can effectively be achieved.55 This 
presents an opportunity to computationally investigate sodium diffusion using molecular 
dynamics simulations.  
 
Figure 4.2 Si24 shown a) looking down the open channels and b) looking at a side view 
in which Na can be seen diffusing out of the system into a void space. 
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The preliminary work which has been undertaken continues to make use of the Tersoff 
potential39 and Lenard-Jones Van der Waal potentials (discussed previously) to characterize the 
chemical interactions in the system. Currently, the baseline dynamics of the system are being 
obtained and once achieved diffusion coefficients based on the root-mean-squared displacement 
of Na can be calculated.  
4.3 Parameterization of Noble Gases for Molecular Dynamics Simulations 
As an extension to the work in developing an order parameter for observing and 
quantifying the nucleation and growth of type II silicon clathrate with Na guests, similar 
simulations can be run using the noble gases as guests. Ideally, this work would coincide with 
experimental work in synthesizing type II Si clathrate using a noble gas. This would allow for 
the synergistic rapport between computation and experiment on which the future of science will 
rely.  
In anticipation of this progress, the first goal in making these simulations a reality will 
depend on the development of potentials parameterized for Van der Waals interactions between 
the noble gas guests and the silicon framework. Parameterization of these types of potentials 
requires a combination of quantum mechanical and molecular dynamic calculations. When such 
potentials are developed, implementation into MD simulations such as the ones described in 
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TETRAHEDRAL OP DATA 
Figure A.1 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the empty type II Si 
clathrate at 800 K for 100 ns 
Figure A.2 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the empty type II Si 




Figure A.3 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the empty type II Si 
clathrate at 1000 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.4 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the empty type II Si 




Figure A.5 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the eighth-filled type 
II Si clathrate at 700 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.6 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the eighth-filled type 




Figure A.7 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the eighth-filled type 
II Si clathrate at 1000 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.8 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the eighth-filled type 




Figure A.9 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the quarter-filled type 
II Si clathrate at 800 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.10 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the quarter-filled 




Figure A.11 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the quarter-filled 
type II Si clathrate at 1000 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.12 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the quarter-filled 




Figure A.13 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the half-filled type II 
Si clathrate at 700 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.14 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the half-filled type II 




Figure A.15 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the half-filled type II 
Si clathrate at 900 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.16 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the half-filled type II 




Figure A.17 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the full type II Si 
clathrate at 700 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.18 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the full type II Si 




Figure A.19 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the full type II Si 
clathrate at 900 K for 100 ns. 
Figure A.20 The tetrahedral OP as applied to the full type II Si 




RELATIVE ORDER DATA 
 







Figure B.2 The relative order as it changes over 100 ns for the eighth-filled type II Si clathrate at 700 K, 800 K, 900 K, 1000 






Figure B.3 The relative order as it changes over 100 ns for the quarter-filled type II Si clathrate at 700 K, 800 K, 900 K, 1000 




   
    
Figure B.4 The relative order as it changes over 100 ns for the half-filled type II Si clathrate at 700 K, 800 K, 900 K, 1000 K, 






Figure B.5 The relative order as it changes over 100 ns for the three quarter-filled type II Si clathrate at 700 K, 800 K, 900 K, 





Figure B.6 The relative order as it changes over 100 ns for the full type II Si clathrate at 700 K, 800 K, 900 K, 1000 K, and 
1100 K. 
